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another example is the evolution discussions group led by robert gerland at the carnegie institution in washington, d.c. this group focuses on foundational discussions about evolution, both to enable nontraditional undergraduates to engage with evolution and to give them the context to understand what is going on in a field that is too fragmented. for example, several of

the topics that are addressed in gerland’s papers use concepts from darwin’s time but include developments in our current understanding. students might use concepts from on the origin of species to understand comparative studies of birds. they might use others from the expression of the emotions in man and animals and understand whether animals are born with
hardwired emotions that can be discovered by examining behavioral patterns. more than 40 institutions nationwide have evolved evolution discussions groups, and at least 15 are now considering creating evolution discussions groups, said james shapiro, a penn state university biologist who cochaired the evolution discussion group for his institution. the focus on

programs rather than on courses is enabling increasing collaboration among institutions, said jenkins. universities tend to be large, but their curricula can be organized into logical units. michigan state university has organized a single college into the school of medicine, the college of human sciences and arts, and the college of agriculture, business and nutrition. these
three colleges have similar contents, and they have joint assessments. in addition, medical students are required to complete a social and ethical medical course, an interdisciplinary course, and a course in the research method. all three of these courses are taught by a third-party instructor for each institution. michigan state will be rolling out a minor in life sciences in

the next few years, which will include a requirement for a two-semester course in evolution. the goal is for the minor to be a prerequisite for many of the other life science courses. this model of course development is advantageous for all participants because it allows teams of instructors in the same areas to share the workload. michigan state is also developing a
capstone course on evolution and ethics. students in the course become familiar with current thinking about evolution and ethics. students are then asked to write an ethics module for a final project. the ethics module represents their thesis for this capstone course and allows them to see how evolutionary psychology can support ethical approaches to decision making.
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levine also discussed the challenges of getting the latest findings into teaching materials. also, while biological findings get increasingly specialized, textbooks continue to have a broader focus. the broad focus of textbooks has largely been maintained despite the large influx of specialized textbooks. if a biology textbook is to include the latest information, it needs to be
complete. this means that in addition to the usual chapters on biology, such as anatomy, cellular biology, chemistry, genetics, and plant and animal biology, the new biology book will have to include a chapter on social sciences, environment, diet, and the like. in his experience, the most time-consuming chapter is the one on climate change, which not only contains the

latest research but also requires that you include a chapter on climate change. in fact, there is a new wave of materials on climate change: there used to be textbooks on climate change, but this is an emerging area. the new curriculum, said meredith, addresses the whole student. he or she should be able to read science; be able to think logically; be able to
communicate logically. the new curriculum is focused on helping students develop these qualities. the teaching materials are designed to help students develop the seven scientific practices, not to give the answers. this is not to say that the new materials are incomplete—it means that the materials are designed to help students learn those skills and to be more than
reading a textbook. providing assessments (i.e., tests) of student understanding is a major focus in education. and the revolution in biology has emphasized the importance of both science and technical skills. one assessment, called portfolios, is used at nescent to assess the effectiveness of instruction. by matching what students do in their community—reading blogs,

writing essays, making posters—to what they know, they can assess their knowledge. the assessment is used to identify what students are missing—and teachers can then fill those gaps with additional practice. 5ec8ef588b
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